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Abstract We propose a multi-stage framework to create the stylized map art6

images. Existing techniques are successful in transferring style in photos. Yet,7

the noise in results and the harmonization in the generated art images still8

need to be investigated. We address these issues with a proposed algorithm9

that defines a good portrait for map art application in the initial round. A10

refinement strategy is then applied to produce the final map arts that meet11

the aforementioned expectations. Beside our plausible results, the objective12

evaluation presented in this paper shows that our proposed method can in-13

teractively achieve better and appealing map art results in the comparison14

with those of other works. In addition, our method can also create ocean or15

landscape stylized paintings using our map art collage.16

Keywords map art images · NPR (Non-photorealistic rendering) · styliza-17

tion · portraiture · deep learning18

1 Introduction19

From a style image and a content image, a new photo can be generated by20

transferring the reference style to the input content image. Producing such art21

images is not only an interesting research field but also a potential industry22

product. Modern artists generally use maps as background materials to cre-23

ate their multiple artworks. Robert Walden utilized the concept of ontology24
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to create his ontology road maps (shown in Figure 1(a)) and Ed Fairburn25

combines cartography and portraiture in his map art design. In particular, Ed26

Fairburn beautifully redraws and modifies intervenes with a range of original27

maps, especially creating gradual changes to contours, roads/streets, and other28

particular and natural patterns. These specially stylized drawing changes let29

his map art design to tease out the human feeling, giving a comfortable coex-30

istence of photo and landscape and then to create appealing map art results31

such as Figure 1(b). However, such existing methods including conventional32

approaches and deep learning-based approaches remain challenges in the field33

of computer graphics, image processing, and multimedia.34

Our current study is motivated by the Neural Style algorithm by [5]. Given35

a style image and a content image, such a map art system [5] generates a new36

image that has the content and the style are transferred from the two input37

images. Unlike the introduced style transfer technique in [5], we propose a38

multi-stage framework. The proposed method aims to overcome the noise as39

well as to gain a better harmonization in the map art results. In the first stage,40

we use an reference style image and a content image to generate an initial map41

art. Thereafter, a proposed refinement strategy is employed to produce the42

final map art result. Our contributions can be summarized in following three43

issues:44

• A multi-stage framework to generate map art.45

• We propose a method to extract a good feature map for our map art46

application.47

• A new version of Gram matrix in style loss function to reduce the noise of48

map art results.49

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, non-photorealistic50

rendering technique and photographic style transfer are introduced by a brief51

discussion on the related studies. In Section 3, the multi-stage framework used52

in our proposed map art system is explained. In Section 4, the evaluation re-53

sults are described and the discussion on our results follows. The conclusions54

and future work are presented in the last section.

Fig. 1 Map art image examples.

55
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2 Related work56

Non-photorealistic rendering1 (NPR) techniques have been intensively used57

to generate many artistic styles for images such as abstract, stroke-based and58

oil painting styles. Hertzmann [6] presented a survey of stroke-based render-59

ing in 2D NPR research. Example-based NPR techniques [4, 18] have been60

very popular and successful in generating visually pleasing NPR results. The61

example-based approach transfers the styles of sample paintings to the syn-62

thesized paintings. In addition, several techniques have also been developed63

to render 3D models, for example, the polygonal mesh technique [3, 17, 2, 8]64

and the 3D points technique [1, 23]. These 3D NPR techniques draw different65

strokes over the surface of a 3D model, including line drawings, decal strokes,66

and hatching strokes. Furthermore, to overcome the difficulties in NPR, a67

novel technique presented by [24] generates painterly art maps (PAMs) for68

3D non-photorealistic rendering. Their technique can automatically transfer69

brushstroke textures and color changes to 3D models from samples of a painted70

image. Later, [9] extended this work to achieve interactive visualization of71

anatomic models and adding stroke texture synthesis can enrich medical ob-72

ject illustrations. There are also some multimedia research on beautification73

of NPR on QR code design [12] and multimedia resizing [13].74

Fig. 2 (a) Reference style image, (b) input content image, (c) input map, (d) our map art
result.

Among these previous studies, many NPR approaches concentrate on con-75

verting photographic images into artistic images. Photographic style transfer76

is mentioned as an NPR problem. Such research attempts to transfer the style77

of a reference style photo onto another input picture. Our current study is78

related to this problem and focuses on creating stylized map art images (as79

shown in Figure 2).80

With the dramatic advances in deep learning – based approaches in recent81

years, many researches handle a large variety of image content while faithfully82

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-photorealistic rendering
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transferring the reference style to the target images. Mentioned as the orig-83

inal work, [5] introduced a neural algorithm of creating artistic style images84

and their approach automatically learns the artistic styles through convolution85

neural network. Their method considers features of content and styles from the86

images, and then synthesizes the target image. Their approaches firstly used87

the pre-trained VGG-19 model [21] to extract the features from contents and88

styles of image. Then they iteratively minimizes the loss between the input and89

the target to make the target image have the information of the content and90

the style from the input. However, when simulating the style of the picture, the91

edges of output cannot be maintained well and distorted. Built upon the recent92

deep learning – based works on painterly transfer, [15] proposed to solve the93

problem of edge distortion and yields satisfying photorealistic style transfers.94

For synthesizing 2D images, [10] proposed a study to combine Markov random95

fields and convolutional neural networks (CNNMRF). Since this approach is96

based on small pieces of pictures, the results can be very detailed. Later, [16]97

presented a method to copy an object in a photo and paste it into a painting so98

that it still looks like a genuine painting in the style of the original painting.99

[25] proposed the Cycle-GAN method to produce amazing results in trans-100

ferring an image with a painter’s style. However, this approach is not stable,101

requires much more time and large number of unpaired content and style im-102

ages for training. The study in [20] investigated a technique for transferring the103

painting from a head portrait onto another. This approach better captures the104

painting texture and maintains the integrity of facial structures. [14] proposed105

a robust approach for portrait style transfer that gets rid of dense correspon-106

dence and their approach is based on the guided image synthesis framework.107

Their method combines deep neural network with detected facial landmarks108

and can obtain accurate results for the whole image in portrait style transfer.109

To transfer Chinese painting, [11] presented a multi-scale neural network. Yet,110

their method is not end-to-end, and requires sketches or edges for input. To111

provide a comprehensive discussion on Neural Style Transfer, a detailed survey112

of the algorithms in this field is presented in [7]. For more discussion about113

other related work, please see [7].114

In contrast to aforementioned works, we propose a multi-stage framework115

to generate map art results. Relying on the feature maps obtained from the116

well-known VGG-19 network [21], the good portraits for our map art appli-117

cation are extracted through the proposed strategy in our study. In addition,118

with the updated version of Gram matrix in style loss function, we can re-119

duce the noise in output map art images and boost our map art results more120

harmonization.121

3 Proposed Multi-stage framework122

Given a reference style image and a content image, output of our system is123

a new map art. Our map art result has two properties: (1) the content is124

generated from input content image (2) the style is transferred from the input125
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reference artwork. The proposed system consists of two stages in the terms126

of “Initial stage” and “Refinement stage”, as shown in Figure 3. The initial127

stage’s job is to generate an initial map art. Meanwhile, refinement stage’s128

job is to produce final map art through refinement operation. Accordingly,129

three processes operated in two stages are portrait extraction, style transfer,130

and refinement. Specific operations of our multi-stage system are described in131

detail as follows.

Fig. 3 System Overview.

132

3.1 Portrait extraction133

The first purpose of our map art system is to extract the portrait from the134

reference map art and then uses it for the style transfer step. Therefore, an-135

alyzing the information of the style in the reference map art is a prerequisite136

in our proposed method. For this process, the VGG-19 network [21] is used.137

This well-known network is trained with ImageNet dataset [19] and has excel-138

lent performance in image classification, object detection, etc. Besides, there139

are number of deep learning - based studies in style transfer adopted VGG-19140

to extract features in their system. Thus, the pre-trained VGG-19 network141

is suitable to adequately extract features from style or content images. This142

network consists of 16 convolution layers and 5 pooling layers that form five143

convolutional blocks (as shown in Figure 4). [5] showed that the first few layers144

of VGG are sensitive to style of the image and later layers are sensitive to the145

content. Guided by this deep learning-NPR work, we utilize layer conv1 1 in146

pre-trained VGG-19 to get features from the reference style image.147

Each layer in VGG is applied by the different number of filters. In the148

demonstration of the VGG-19 network in Figure 4, we can see layer conv1 1149
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uses 64 kernels. Thus, there are a total of 64 feature maps extracted at this150

layer for our map art application. Each feature map represents the different151

features of the corresponding image. The question here is which feature map

Fig. 4 VGG-19 convolutional neural network (CNN) with 16 convolution layers and 5 Max-
pooling layers [21].

152

could be used as the extracted portrait for our map art application. To solve153

this issue, we measure the structural similarity index (SSIM) [22] between154

the aforementioned feature maps and a “base image”. SSIM measurement155

is introduced in [22] to quantify the differences between two images. This156

score is in the range from 0 to 1. The higher of SSIM is, the two images are157

more similar. We use the terminology “base image” to refer to the image that158

contains the basic information of the reference map art such as edges, dots,159

etc. We do not directly use the reference style image in this process since it160

contains all of the image information. Utilizing this original image in SSIM161

will result in an extracted portrait with noise. Thus, we propose a kernel to162

filter the reference style image. The “base image” is strategically operated a163

convolution filter as followed:164

g(x, y) = w ∗ f(x, y) (1)

, where g(.) is the “base image”, f(.) is the reference map art, ∗ denotes the165

convolution operation, w is the filter kernel. The proposed kernel is defined as:166

w =

0 1 0
1 −2 1
0 1 0

167

168

In image processing2, kernels with different element values result in differ-169

ent effects on the same image . Motivated by this, we propose the kernel that170

meets our expectation in a “base image”.171

Once the “base image” is generated by equation (1), we adopt the struc-172

tural similarity index measurement (SSIM) to specify the portrait (Gp) as173

followed:174

Gp = max
(
si(g, Fi)

)
(2)

2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kernel (image processing)
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Fig. 5 Visualization of “base image” that is generated from the corresponding reference
map art. (-a) Reference map art, (-b) “base image” generated by our proposed kernel.

, where si(.) is SSIM score; Fi is the ith feature map at conv1 1; i = 1 . . . 64; g175

is the “base image” obtained from equation (1). Using equation (2), the feature176

map that has the highest SSIM score is utilized and selected as the portrait.177

With this strategy, we can specify the feature map that is most suitable to treat178

as the sample style for generating new stylized photo. Figure 5 demonstrates179

the visualization of the “base image” after employing the proposed filter on the180

reference style image. Taking the Figure 5 (1-a) as a sample input, the SSIM181

score between the corresponding “base image” and its feature maps are shown182

in Figure 6. In this chart, the 40th feature map has the highest score, thus it is183

selected as the portrait in our map art application. Besides, the visualization184

for the set of feature maps and the extracted portrait on the mentioned sample185

input are depicted in Figure 7.

Fig. 6 SSIM score between “base image” and 64 feature maps of the sample input in Figure
5 (1-a). The red rectangle is a mark of the feature map that has the highest score, i.e., the
40th feature map.

186

3.2 Style transfer187

The second purpose of our map art system is to transfer the style in the188

extracted portrait to the input image. To achieve this, our style transfer process189
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Fig. 7 (a) The reference style image, (b) the set of feature maps (F1 . . . F64), (c) the selected
feature map, i.e 40th feature map.

is based on neural style transferring using CNN [5]. The objective function in190

[5] is minimized as follows:191

I∗ = arg min
I

Ltotal(Ic, Is, I) = arg min
I

αLc(Ic, I) + βLs(Is, I) (3)

In equation (3), I, Ic, Is is the output map art, the input content image, and192

the input style image, respectively. Lc is the content loss function (i.e., makes193

the content of output the map art I equal to the input image Ic) and Ls is the194

style loss function (i.e., makes the style of the output map art I equal to the195

input style image Is). We get the final output by minimizing Lc and Ls. Both196

α and β are the weights of content and style loss functions used to adjust the197

proportion between content and style. When α/β is bigger, the output and198

photo contents are closer. For more details, see [5].199

Contrast to [5], we perform style transferring based on our portrait ex-200

tracted from the first step. Using CNN, a given input image ~x is encoded in201

each layer of CNN by the filter response to that image. The response in a layer202

l can be stored in a matrix F l ∈ RN lM l

where F l
ij is the activation of the ith203

filter at position j in layer l. However, using CNN, the extracted portrait of the204

map art is usually composed of discontinuous patterns. When converting the205

image (Figure 8(b)) based on this extracted portrait (Figure 8(a)), the trans-206

ferred image is easily affected by these unpleasant discontinuous patterns, and207

there is some noise in the transferred image (Figure 8(c)) after the conversion.208

Therefore, we subtract feature from its standard deviation to reduce this noise209

generation.210

G(F l(Is)
′
) = [F l(Is)

′
− std(F l(Is)

′
)][F l(Is)

′
− std(F l(Is)

′
)]T (4)

The equation (4) is called the Gram matrix in [5]. After using the method211

mentioned above, the output image still looks gray, i.e., dark (as in Figure 8212
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(d), in order to alleviate this problem, as shown in equation (5), we multiply213

the l + 1 layer instead of multiplying by the l layer in equation (4) and then214

get the final transferred result in Figure 8 (e). The idea of our proposed neural215

style transferring can be illustrated in Figure 9. The equation (5) is our new216

Gram matrix in this paper:217

G(F l(Is)
′
) = [F l(Is)

′
− std(F l(Is)

′
)][F (l + 1)(Is)

′
− std(F (l + 1)(Is)

′
)]T (5)

[’hbt!’]

Fig. 8 Style transferring photo (b) according to (a) style. (c) is the original Gram matrix
function (equation (4)), (d) is the subtracted std function, and (e) is the transposed matrix
function (equation (5)) multiplied by the different layer features. The noise seriously occurs
on (c) face, (d) is too dark, and (e) is brighter than (d).

218

3.3 Refinement219

To make the final output map art more harmonious to the reference map art,220

we propose to refine the initial result. We feed input images into the style221

transfer model the second time to get the final map art. However, in this222

phase, the map art result obtained from initial stage is treated as a content223

image. As the notation table we show in Figure 3, we use it as an initial result224

(Go). Meanwhile, the style image (Gs) is generated by pasting the extracted225

portrait (Gp) on an input canvas (Ica). Once content image and style image226

are achieved, they are fed into the style transfer model to produce the final227

output map art (G). We regard to note that, the Gram matrix we improve in228

equation (5) is also employed in this refinement stage. Finally, to boost the229

final output map art to be more harmonious to the input reference map art230

(Is), the color of G is converted to the color of Is.231

We demonstrate the effectiveness of the refinement part in Figure 10. It232

is obviously shown that, by strategically substituting the inputs of the style233

transfer model, we obtain a better result (Figure 10 (e) compare to the initial234

map art result (Figure 10 (d). Accordingly, the final output is more harmonious235

to the input reference map art by color converting operator (as shown in Figure236

11).237
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Fig. 9 The demonstration of the style transfer model employed in our system.

Fig. 10 (a) generated portrait, (b) input canvas, (c) generated style image, (d) initial map
art, (e) final map art.

Fig. 11 (a) input style image, (b) the final map art before color transferring, (c) the final
map art after color transferring.

4 Experimental Results238

We begin this section by an objective evaluation. Later, a discussion on our239

results as well as an objective evaluation-based is presented.240

4.1 Objective evaluation241

We conduct user studies to quantitate the quality of our results. Beside our242

method, two typical methods for this map art application are chosen in this243

survey. They are [5] (Neural Style) and [10] (CNNMRF). The source code244
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of these two methods are published by the authors, thus they are trustful245

enough to use. A total of 50 participants are invited to join in our user studies.246

They are of different ages (age range of 20-35) and background. Our map art247

data contains 15 sets. Each set consists of an input style image, an input248

content image, and a map art result. We apply three methods ([5], [10], and249

our method) to all these 15 sets. We run two user studies to (1) measure250

the harmonization of our results, and (2) compare our results with the two251

mentioned methods.252

In the first study, we show the participants three images in a set, which253

consists of a reference style image, a content image, and a map art result gener-254

ated by our system. We ask them to independently evaluate the harmonization255

of our results and annotate as one of the following five levels: bad, poor, ac-256

ceptable, good, excellent, which correspond to scores of 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1,257

respectively. Thereafter, we compute the average score from 50 participants as258

the harmonization evaluation of each map art result in our data. The higher259

score means better harmonization quality.260

Fig. 12 Evaluate the harmonization evaluating scores of our results.

The objective evaluation of comparison is conducted on the second user261

study. In this study, for each map art set, we first show the participants the262

reference style image and the content image. Following were three map art263

results generated by the three aforementioned methods. The map art results264

were displayed in random order to prevent participants from inferring the map265

art method. The participants were not provided any method information. We266

simply ask them to choose which map art result that they had a perceptual267

feeling it is the best among the three tested map art images. We received268

50 answers on 15 map art sets. The number of votes on a map art result269

is performed in percentage. That is, a method that has a higher percentage270

means map art result generated from that method is better. The quantitative271

results are shown in Figure 16.272
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Fig. 13 Objective evaluation of comparison between previous results and ours.

4.2 Discussion273

In term of harmonization, we show the harmonization score of our results in274

Figure 12. The score of each result is normalized in the range from 0 to 1. Based275

on the scores in this figure, most of our map art results are harmonization.276

Even three of our results do not have a high score they are still in acceptable277

level.278

Based on the objective evaluation from participants in this Figure 13, most279

of our results are better than two compared methods. With the utilization of280

the good feature maps, the map art results obtained from our system have a281

better performance. The highest score is given to the 6th map art. Figure 14282

depicts the results of this map art set. The generated portrait image, Figure283

14 (2-b), contains more information on the input reference style image (Figure284

14 (2-a)). Consequently, the map art result (Figure 14 (2-d)) not only pre-285

serves the content in the input content image (Figure 14 (2-c)) but also has286

a good harmonization. Nevertheless, if the extracted portrait falls in the lack287

of information of the input reference style image (as shown in the first row of288

Figure 14), map art result does not have a good performance, such as the 3rd289

map art set in Figure 13. We visualize the data of this map art set in Figure290

14.291

In term of execution time, our method takes 8 to 10 seconds to obtain292

a result. CNNMRF [10] runs for about 70 to 90 seconds and Neural Style293

[5] takes longer (about 3 to 4 minutes). Figure 15 and Figure 16 shows more294

results created by the proposed method. In addition, an artist Matthew Cusick295

creates figure or landscape paintings using map collage. We combine the photo296

with a single map and use our method to transfer the background map color297

into a style and by this way we can produce similar results to his work style298

as shown in Figure 17. Finally, we show a bad example in Figure 18. In this299

example, we put the portrait on the map without considering the content of300

the map, so if we need to consider the edges on the map (a) to paint the map301

art of the portrait, we can’t make a similar artistic style in (c).302
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Fig. 14 The demonstration of the 3rd and 6th map art set inferred from Figure 13. The
first row represents for the 3rd set, and the second row is the 6th set. (-a) the input reference
style image, (-b) the generated portrait, (-c) the input content image, (-d) map art result.

Fig. 15 Our experimental comparison: (a) input map art (b) a new photo (c) a new map,
(d) is created by [13] and (e) is by [15] and (f) our result.

5 Conclusion and Future work303

In this paper, we have presented a multi-stage framework for map art style304

transfer, which can be used to reduce the noise map art images and produce305
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Fig. 16 More results created by the proposed method, (a) input style image, (b) input
map, (c) input content image and (d) our result.

a better harmonization in such these results. The proposed framework utilizes306

a reference style image and a content image to produce an initial map art. A307

refinement strategy is then employed to generate better map art images. We308

demonstrate the effectiveness of our framework by an objective evaluation with309

those of other works. Experimental results prove that the proposed scheme310

performs well among other methods. We finally show a bad example and in311

the future, we plan to explore a solution to cope with this problem. Besides,312

it will be interesting to first remove the original photo from map art to re-313

generate the map and then combine a new photo with this re-generated map.314

It will be more challenging how to recover the original map successfully and315

create a new map art with this regenerated map in our future research.316
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Fig. 17 Extra application to create similar result by Matthew Cusick. (a) Matthew Cusick’s
result, (d) Our map art result generated from input style image (b) and input content (c).

Fig. 18 Bad example. Although the result on the right is also an effect of strips, it does
not consider the edges on the map and the artistic sense of the strips are not as smooth as
the left picture.
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